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Introduction: 

Escalating the violence and bombing incidents were witnessed by the various Egyptian 

governorates this week, in conjunction with the enclosure of the preparation to the support and 

development the Egyptian economy Conference, which was held in the period 13
th

 -15
th

 current 

March, this incidents reached  an unprecedented level from the beginning of the year 2015. 

So the parliamentary observatory affiliated to the Local- International Joint mission to observe the 

parliamentary elections- Egypt 2015, interested in monitoring all this incidents and analyzing it, and 

figure out its indications and its potential influents on the electoral process, and the democratic 

transition process in Egypt, this is the 10
th

 report in this frame work. 

The most important violence incidents during the week: 

Friday 6
th

 march 

 An Improvised device was planted by terrorists elements, next to a bank in Shokry Al 

Koutaly St in Al Mahala city, Gharbia governorate, it caused a huge loud and resulted in 

deaths and injuries among citizens, the security bodies  and 6 ambulances for injuries 

transition moved to the site, and imposed a security cordon in the vicinity of the explosion. 

 A bomb exploded in Ezpet Escot area, on the Mostafa Kamel road in the east of Alexandria, 

which resulted in killing a girl and the injury of four others, and damages in two microbuses, 

the protection forces and explosives experts moved to the site and it turned out that the 

explosion was because of a medium explosive device. 

 The explosives experts and civil protection forces in Cairo governorate, succeeded in 

handling an explosive device was placed by unknown assailants, on the top of El Sheikh 

Mansour bridge in El Marg, and exploded it on the top of the bridge without causing any 

injuries or deaths, a report of the incident was filed  and  prosecution was notified to take over 

the investigation. 

 The explosives experts in Al Mahala Al Kobra managed to defuse a homemade bomb, was 

found next to Shokry Al Kotaly St,  where the security forces and explosives experts were 

combing the area they found the bomb inside a cartoon box near the explosion site, and they 

handled it and defused it.  

 A number of terrorist elements set fire in a strength station belonging to one of mobile 

networks, in Ezbet Al Arab of Al Korashya village, Santah center in Gharbia governorate, 

after they threw it with Molotov cocktails, the fire damaged the electricity panel,  the fire 

was controlled before damaging the entire station 

 A homemade explosive device planted by unknown assailants in Omar Al Mkhtar St in Al 

Mattarya area, Cairo governorate, exploded, without causing deaths or injuries, the 

explosives experts moved to the site and combed the entire area, a report of the incident was 

filed, and the prosecution took over the investigation. 

 An explosive device exploded in 6
th

 October city, Giza governorate, after            unknown  

assailants placed it in a road  that police patrols used to pass on it, but the explosion did not  

result in any injuries, the civil protection forces and explosives experts moved to the site and 

combed the area in anticipation to find any other explosives.  
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 A bomb exploded on a railway track of the east train line "Zagzig- Cairo", between Enshas 

Al Raml and Mashtoul El Souq in Sharkia governorate, the explosion resulted in suspending   

trains movement on that track  because a part of it was split estimated  with 50 cm. 

  An explosive device exploded in power adaptor near a pharmaceutical company at Enshas 

Al Raml, Blbise center in Sharkia governorate, Blbise police station received a notification  

of the incident and  notified the explosives experts to examine the area. 

 An unknown source rocket-propelled grenade hit a houses in the south  of El Sheikh Zuied  

area in North Sinai governorate,  which resulted in killing a woman and two children, and a 

huge damages in the house. 

 A foreign body exploded in Al Kowther  district in the east of El Sheikh Zuied  city, North 

Sinai governorate, which resulted in a child was seriously wounded in his arm and hands, he 

was transferred to El Sheikh Zuied  central hospital for treatment. 

 There was an explosion near the feeding adapter No. 251, in vicinity of Carrefour  Al 

Maa'di, in Al Gazaa'er St, in Maa'di area, Cairo governorate, the explosives experts moved 

to the site of the incident to comb the area and examine the nature of the explosion, the 

explosion did not cause any human losses but it led to some damages in the adaptor and 

power outage . 

  An explosion loud was heard in front of  the Educational administration next to Al Basateen 

district in Maa'di area, it resulted in the crashed of the windows of the property 

corresponding to the power adapter, in addition to the crash of the Educational 

administration fence, crash the glass of some parking cars, the bomb was planted  between 

the power adaptor and the Educational administration fence, the explosives experts and civil 

protection forces moved to the site, and combed the area. 

  Two explosives device were exploded inside a garbage dump in AL Bashayer in the 11 

district at 6
th

 October city, Giza governorate, it did not result any human losses, the 

explosives experts and civil protection officers moved to the site to comb the area and make 

sure it was free of any other  explosives. 

 The explosives experts in Giza governorate defused an explosive device  in the form of  a 

plastic pipe length 40 cm, and two "Tabh" on its both sides, and inside it the explosive 

materials and connected to an electrical wire, in the vicinity of Cataract hotel in AL 

Mariotaya road, in Abo El Nomrous police department, without causing any damages. 

 An improvised explosive device exploded next to Bisco Misr factory in Omar El Mokgtar 

St, Al Ameeeria area, Cairo governorate, without any life losses, the explosives experts 

moved to the site of incident and combed the area, there were no other explosives found. 

 A number of Muslim Brotherhood elements organized a march in Meet Haway village of Al 

Santah center, Gharbia governorate, chanting slogans against the army and police, and fired 

fireworks towards the police  forces, which pushed the police forces to disperse the march 

and arrest a number of them. 

 Unknown gunmen fired on a police man of the  criminal investigations department (CID), in 

Fayoum security directorate, during he was passing the ring road, which led to his injury, 
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and he was transferred to Al Agouza hospital, a report of the incident was filed, and the 

prosecution was notified to take over the investigation. 

  Saturday, March 7
th

  

 The explosives experts in Giza governorate examine a suspected foreign body next to an 

electricity cabin in front of the Zoo nearby Cairo university, it turned out that it was a 

structural packaging free of any explosive materials, it was a plastic pipe connecting to a 

wire and battery and it was free of electricity circuits or explosive materials.  

 The civil protection forces and explosives experts in Alexandria managed to  dismantling 

two explosive devices , after they  received a report of the existing of two foreign bodies, in 

Al Sheikh Zayed and Naguib Mahfouz schools at the Awaayed area, in the educational 

administration of the east of Alexandria, that was before the end of "day in love of Egypt"  

activity. 

 A number of  terrorist elements set fire in a mobile strength tower, in Al Korashya  village, 

in Gharbia governorate, civil protection forces and explosives experts moved to the site and 

imposed a security cordon , there were no life losses, and the services of the tower weren't 

effected from the explosion. 

 Two improvised explosive devices exploded under two cars in Al Fath housing area, Al 

Sefarat district, in Naser city, Cairo governorate, it didn't cause any injuries, but it resulted 

in burning one of the cars and damages in the other, the explosive experts  combed the area 

to make sure it was free of any other explosive devices. 

 A bomb contains a high explosive materials exploded under the tractor No. 382 in the 

railway workshops store, in the vicinity Al Kofour Al Qeblia area the corresponding to the 

Central Security camp of Gharbia governorate, where it was placed under the solar tank, 

which caused its burning and it also caused a cut in the tank length 60 cm.  

 Un known assailants riding a motorcycle opened fire on a vehicle for petroleum products 

transporting in "Cairo- Fayoum" road in front of Sanores city, and they ran away, the pullets 

caused a halls in the vehicle body which led to leaking a quantity of the solar on the road, 

the traffic movement suspended on the two sides until the civil defense forces managed to 

return the traffic to flow again. 

  The security bodies and the explosives experts in Gharbia governorate thwarted an 

explosion attempt of  an electricity tower connecting with the high presser at a farmlands of 

Atf Abu Gendy village in Qotour city, after they were handled three explosive devices were 

planted by unknown assailants, under the tower aimed to destroy it. 

  The civil protection forces in Gharbia governorate, managed to control a huge fire in the 

third floor of the railway administration building at Tanta Railway station, because of a boy  

set fire by using a burning materials, which led to burn a quantity of papers and wood desks. 

 A foreign body exploded in Abbas Al Akkad St, Nasr city, Cairo governorate, the 

explosives experts and civil protection forces moved to the site, and by examination it turn 

out that  it was an explosive device and it resulted in the burning of the car, a nother 

explosive device defused in the vicinity of the area. 
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 An explosive device exploded in the road of a security forces, in the south of Rafah at North 

Sinai governorate, without any injuries, after army forces waged an air attacks on the 

terrorist strongholds, which resulted in 25 terrorists were killed and14 others were injured. 

 The civil protection forces in Giza, thwarted the explosion of two explosive devices 

contained explosives , they were a pipe length is 40 centimeters and  12 volt battery 

connected to a Vodafone mobile chip, in front of Kato in "Saqqara- pyramid" road, the area 

was combed in anticipation of the existing of any other explosive devices. 

  The explosives experts managed to explode two bombs and defuse the third bomb, they 

were planted by terrorists, in Ezbet Al Awqaf at Tanta center, after the experts received a 

report from the residents of founding a foreign bodies. 

Sunday, March 8
th

 

    A foreign body exploded next to power adaptor in the district 45, in 10
th

 of Ramadan city, 

Sharkia governorate, the explosives experts and civil protection forces moved to the site of 

the incident, and by the examination it turned out that it was a stun grenade, and it didn't 

cause  power outage, a report of the incident was filed, and the prosecution took over the 

investigation. 

  The explosives experts and civil protection forces in Al Monofeya governorate, defused a 

homemade bomb next to the fence of the governor's rest house, in Shebeen El koum, a 

security cordon was imposed and the bomb was defused after making sure it was containing  

explosive materials. 

 A homemade bomb exploded in front of Vodafon company's branch, in Al Galaa St, in 

Shebeen El Koum, Monofeya governorate, the explosion caused a huge damage effects, on 

the back door of the branch, and a cut in the iron of the iron of the branch, there were no 

human injuries. 

 The explosives experts and civil protection forces in Gharbia governorate, succeeded in 

exploding three bombs, were planted by terrorists under a high presser tower, in Ezbet Toma 

Al Mahala, Al Mahala center, they caused a huge explosion loud without injuries, the forces 

also defused a forth explosive device was under the tower as well. 

   A terrorist threw an explosive device from the top of the bridge fronting the SOS police in 

Tanta, Gharbia governorate, it caused a huge explosion loud in the area, the explosives 

experts and civil protection forces moved to the site to search for any other explosives on the 

track, and they also combed the area. 

 An explosive device exploded on the railway track between Zefta and Saa'd Pasha stations, 

on "Banha- Meet Ghamr" line, next to Sedqy Pasha level crossing, Gharbia governorate, 

which led to the train movement was suspended in ' Banha- Meet Ghamr "sub line, the 

explosion did not caused any human injuries. 

 An explosive device exploded, it was placed by unknown assailants, next to the electricity 

booth in district45, second department of 10
th

 Ramadan city, Sharkia governorate, which led 

to a huge damages in the booth  and power outage from the entire area. 

  An explosion loud was heard in C 6 area, second department of 10
th

  Ramadan  city, 

Sharkia governorate, and it turned out that unknown assailants sabotaging the electricity 
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booth  in the district by placing an explosive device  in it, explosives experts moved to the 

site and combed the area searching for any other devices, and the electricity network was 

notified to fix the damages. 

 A homemade bomb  placed by unknown assailants, next to Mouharam Bek  police station 

exploded, in the down town of Alexandria governorate, which resulted in the injury of 4 

people  with different injuries, they were transferred to the governmental university hospital 

for treatment, the security forces imposed a security cordon  and closed streets leading to the 

police station, and the explosives experts combed the vicinity of the explosion, in 

anticipation of the existing of other explosives 

 Ashmoun city of Tanta, the people found a foreign body on Ashmoun's pavement in Tanta 

train station, the explosives experts moved to the site and suspended the train movement on 

the single line 'Tanta – Cairo", it turned out that the body  was a "two plastic packs" cylinder 

form, length of about 15 cm and in diameter 2 inches, and the other "pack" Carbonated 

water "Cans" were  poster with red adhesive tape, they were handled and dismantled by the 

explosives experts using water hoses. 

 The explosives experts dismantled a structure explosive device  using water hoses. it was 

white bag with a medium-sized cartons inside it  empty cans and candy boxes, it was planted 

by unknown assailants, on the railway track in Talkha city, between block 3 Al Mansoura 

and block Talkha triangle , at second police department Al Mansoura, that was in 

coordinating with the concerning authorities in the railways. 

 The security forces dismantled an explosive device was planted in Abi Hanefa  primary 

school, in down town Al Arish city, North Sinai governorate, the forces evacuated the 

students from the school fearing for their lives, after they received information about the 

existing of a foreign body in the school yard. 

 An explosive device exploded, it was placed in front of Carrefour A l Soyouf, in Moustafa 

Kamel St, east of Alexandria governorate, by unknown assailants, the explosion resulted in 

the injury of 5 people were transferred to the university hospital for treatment, a report of the 

incident was filed and the prosecution was notified to tack over the investigation. 

 The explosives experts in Cairo dismantled a homemade explosive device in front of the " 

Lycee"  school, in Al Maa'dy area, after they received a report of  suspecting in a foreign 

body they moved to the site and dismantled the explosive device by water hoses. 

  The explosives experts in Alexandria security directorate dismantled a homemade explosive 

device, it was inside a black plastic bag, placed next to Bab Sharqy police station, in attempt 

to exploding the police station, after they received a report of the people of the area, it was 

dismantled before minutes of its explosion. 

 A bomb exploded in front of city light Al Seyouf, Alexandria goverorate, steps far of the 

central security camp of Al Ra'as Al Souda, the explosion resulted in several injuries, the 

civil protection forces moved in to examine the site of the incident and combing the area. 

 Al Azhar University administration in Asyut governorate, evacuated 5 buildings from 

students after the explosives experts  exploded a bomb was found in the faculty of Shari'a 

and Law,  using water hoses, after they received a reports from  Al Azhar university of the 

existing of 7 foreign bodies in 7 different places,  it were suspected to be bombs or explosive 
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devices, when the civil protection forces moved to the sites, and handled the bodies which 

resulted in some explosions, imposed a security cordon and evacuated the students. 

 The explosives experts and civil protection forces in Alexandria  managed to deal with 4 

explosive devices, after receiving 4 reports of existing foreign bodies in vicinity of police 

stations in Al Raml and Al Montazah departments, the explosives experts moved to the sites 

of the reports and handled the devices and dismantled them. 

 Dozens of people attacked a famous shop, in Mashhammah Sq , in Al Mahalla, and they 

smashed storefront in the belief that it is belonging to the Muslim Brotherhood, and chanted 

slogans against the Muslim Brotherhood, and announced their opposition with all their 

power to any attempts of the MB to stir up panic among citizens. 

 The railway Authority suspended the movement of trains 'Tanta –Sherbeen", after receiving 

a notification from the driver of the passengers train No492, about founding a foreign body 

in Kilo 23/100, between Al Sheen and Qotour stations. Orders was issued to suspend the 

trains movement, and the body was handled by civil protection forces, and the explosives 

experts were moved to the site for examination. 

 Fist Damietta police station was exposing to a fire shooting by masked men riding a 

motorcycle, from an automatic weapon fired randomly on the windows of the station, which 

led to its crash but there were no human injuries. 

 Unknown assailants planted an explosive device in Mashtoul Al Souqe's electricity tower, in 

Sharkia  governorate, which caused the tower's collapse, and power outage from several 

villages in Mashtoul Al Souqe center. 

 Unknown assailants exploded the water station's power adaptor in Al Mounire village of 

Mashtoul Al Souqe center, Sharkia  governorate, by an explosive device, which led to power 

outage of the station and several villages, explosives experts and civil protection forces 

moved to the site and combed the area searching for any other explosives. 

 Explosives experts and civil protection forces in Cairo managed to explode an explosive 

device in front of electricity ministry building in Abbasia, after receiving a report from a 

worker about the existing of a foreign body in the entrance of the Abbasia Bridge in front of 

the headquarters of the electricity ministry, the explosion caused a traffic Paralyze in 

Abbasia Sq and the streets in its vicinity.  

 Explosives experts and civil protection forces in Cairo governorate handled a structure 

explosive device , was dumped in Makram Ebeid Street, Nasr City, next to the house of the 

new interior minister "Magdi Abdel Ghaffar", it was handled an dismantled by water hoses. 

 The explosives experts in Cairo governorate defused a bomb was found by a citizen in 

Hadayek  Al Kobba Square, inside a gift bag, and police forces imposed a security cordon 

and combed the vicinity of the area, fearing the existence of any other explosive devices.  

 A stun grenade exploded,  it was a "Molotov and insecticide" placed  by unknown 

assailants, near the Orabi bridge from the faculty of Engineering, Zagazig University, 

Sharkia governorate,  the explosion caused confusion in traffic in the area,  and the 

accumulation of cars on the surrounding streets. 
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 There was an explosion near the water station of Zagzig city, where the Sharkia security 

directorate  received a report of the explosion, the explosives experts and the civil protection 

forces moved to the site and it turned out that the explosion was because of a sound bomb, 

and it aimed to provoke terror and panic in the hearts of citizens. 

 A homemade bomb exploded in Souq El Hammam area in Al Sayda Aisha, which led to 

spread a state of terror and panic among residents, the explosives experts and the civil 

protection forces in Cairo moved to the site and combed the area, and the prosecution was 

notified. 

 Explosives experts defused a homemade bomb, without any injuries, in Kafr Abduo area in 

the east of Alexandria, before minutes of its explosion, using water hoses, after Al Raml 

police station received a report of founding a foreign body suspected to be a bomb, the 

forces also combed the area to make sure it was free of any other explosives or devices in 

the vicinity of the incident 

 The explosives experts in Cairo managed to explode  an explosive device was found in front 

of  Vodafon branch in Al Mokattam, by water hoses, after they were received a notification 

of founding a foreign body.  

  The security bodies in Gharbia, found a bomb on the railway track of Tanta – Kafr El 

Sheikh in front of  Al Sheen village, in Qotour center, which led to  the train movement 

suspended, the explosive experts and civil protection forces moved to the site and managed 

to explode the  bomb without any injuries, a report of the incident was filed and the 

prosecution took over the investigation. 

  The sentries working in residential towers in front of the building of the General Bureau of 

Suez governorate managed to thwart bombing of a large power adaptor,  where two 

unknown persons riding a motorcycle approached from an adaptor, and when the sentry  

suspected them and went near them , they ran away and lifted a cartoon box next to the 

electricity adapter,  Suez security directorate was notified and the civil protection and 

explosives management as well were notified, by the examination of the box it turned out 

that it contained  6 Molotov cocktails bottles inside it a  highly flammable material for 

burning the electrical adapter. 

  The explosives experts of the civil protection management in Cairo governorate, exploded a 

bomb was found next to the Metro administration  building in Ramses Sq, without any 

injuries, after receiving a report of founding a foreign body suspected to be a bomb, where a 

security cordon was imposed in the area and Ramses St was closed, and the civil protection 

forces handled it and exploded it by water hoses. 

 The civil protection management dismantled a homemade bomb, was found next to Al 

Wardian police station in Al Max area at the west of Alexandria governorate, after receiving 

a report of founding an explosive device in the vicinity of the police station, a security 

cordon was imposed in the area, and the bomb was dismantles. 

 The explosives experts managed to handle a homemade explosive device found next to a 

school fence in Al Higaz Sq in Heliopolis, after imposing a security cordon in front of cars 

and people movement, which caused a Traffic congestion in the square. 
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 The explosives experts in Cairo governorate, dismantled two explosive devices near to 

Hilton Ramses Hotel by unknown assailants, was  planted in its a public park, it turned out 

that the device was a8 pipes wrapped in quantity of wire and connecting with a remote 

detonator, the security officers combed the vicinity area searching for any other explosives. 

 unknown assailants set fire in 17 Refrigerator" car belonging to Ice Man, the ice cream 

company in Nahia area, Giza governorate, after throwing out explosive devices on them, the 

civil protection forces and explosives experts moved to the site , and the car fire was 

controlled,  the examination revealed that the explosive device were homemade, and it was 

closed pipes from both sides, length 20 cm and 5 cm in diameter and contained explosive 

material inside it and a fuse comes out of  it, the assailants set fire in the fuse and thrown 

them on the cars. 

 The security men at the Cairo Opera House, found a foreign body, the security  was notified,  

explosives experts moved to the site, and the examination found that it was  a structure 

bomb, free of explosive materials, and it was thrown from outside the walls of the Opera to 

provoke terror. 

 the designated security service in Al Shohadaa' Metro station, found a foreign body written 

on it "we came with slaughter", in the top of the station next to Al Faggala exit, explosives 

experts moved to the site and found that it was a structure device of 8 plastic pipe, filled 

with sand. 

 The explosives experts and civil protection forces in Cairo, defused a homemade bomb, was 

placed under a car,  by unknown assailants, in  Street 9,  Mokattam area in Cairo, where  the 

security forces isolated the area and defused the bomb, and combed the area to make sure it 

was free of any other explosives. 

 The explosives experts and civil protection forces managed to deal with a bomb found in 

front of transportation ministry building, in the highway, inside a trash basket, after a 

security cordon was imposed around the bomb, and the traffic movement was suspended in 

the road at Ramses St direction. 

 A number of police men wounded because of a number of terrorist elements fired on a 

police deportation vehicle, and a police car, in Fayoum, the security bodies moved to the 

site, where it turned out that the deportation vehicle was heading to Tamiya police station, 

and the other car behind it was a securing car carrying policemen, they surprised of  some 

terrorist elements shoot them from the automatic guns were in the terrorists' position ,which 

resulted in injuring three soldiers, they were transferred to Al Fayoum hospital for treatment, 

and a report of the incident was filed. 

 The civil protection management of Alexandria security directorate dismantled a structure 

device was found in front of Al Nasr fruit shop, in Rushdi area in the east of Alexandria, 

after it received a report, the area was combed by using dogs to make sure it was free of any 

explosives. 

 The people of  Zagazig city of Sharkia, found a foreign body, next to Al Eskan bridge in 

Zagazig, explosives experts moved to the site to examine the body, and it was handled, the 

area was combed to make sure it was free of any foreign bodies. 
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 Explosives experts and civil protection forces in Cairo governorate, defused an explosive 

device in the vicinity of "Saint Fatima" langue school, in the extension of Ramses St, after 

the body was examined to make sure it contained explosive material. 

Monday, March 9
th

  

 An explosive device exploded, it was placed in trash box in Fawzy Mo'az St, in Semoha 

area, Alexandria  governorate, the explosion caused destroying  large parts of a telecom 

company's branch, and the injury of 4 people, some of them had the first aid in the explosion 

site. 

 There was an explosion in Saqer Korish housing in  Nasr city, the explosive experts in Cairo 

moved to the site of the incident, accompanied by disclosure devices to determine the 

circumstances of the explosion, and they combed the area to make sure there were no other 

explosives. 

 An explosion loud was heard in Al mouneir village and Kafr Yousef Shehata village, of 

Mashtoul El Souq center, Sharkia governorate, it turned out that unknown assailants placed 

an explosive device under the electricity tower in the farms between the two village Shehara 

and Shawq, which caused the power outage from the area. 

 unknown assailants were riding a jeep car, fired on the policemen assigned to secure church 

and a school of the Frenacescan in Kafr Dawar's downtown, it resulted in injury of a number 

of policemen, were transferred to Kafr Dawar  public hospital. 

 explosives experts in Cairo succeeded in dismantling an explosive device, in Al Abbasiya 

Square without causing any injuries, after receiving a notification  from people about 

founding a foreign body in Abbasiyah Square. 

 Army forces in North Sinai governorate managed to thwart an attempt to target El Gorah 

ambush's forces, in southern of Sheikh Zuid city, in North Sinai, by 4 armed terrorist 

elements belonging to the organization "Supporters of Jerusalem" or ' Ansar baiet Al 

Maqdes', were  riding a" Truck " to wage an armed attack on the ambush's forces, where 

army troops stationed in the vicinity of the ambush pushed more troops, and shot them back.  

 Number of unidentified gunmen riding a motorcycle fired a hail of bullets at Faisal police 

station in Suez, and on the force stationed in front of the police station, the security forces 

rushed to respond to the attack and firing shots, but the ataackers fled.  

  Security apparatus in Alexandria, dismantled a homemade bomb was ready to explode next 

to Al Hadrah Al Gadeda school, after security directorate received a report stating existence 

of a foreign body looks like a bomb next to the wall of a school in Al Hadrah   district,  so 

they evacuated the school building, and imposed a security cordon  around the school, the 

bomb was dismantled and impounded, and the competent prosecutor was notified to 

investigate. 

 masked assailants attacked a branch of Ahli Bank in El Seyouf area, east of Alexandria, and 

fired bullets on the bank front, and thrown Molotov cocktails to set fire on it, and fled,  but 

the existing police security forces managed to extinguish the fire. 

 An explosive device targeted  a car carrying a number of soldiers exploded, in Al  

Kharrouba area, east of El-Arish in North Sinai governorate, which resulted in the deaths of 
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three soldiers, and wounded three others, martyrs and wounded were transferred to the 

military Arish hospital. 

 masked assailants fired randomly and thrown Molotov cocktails on the branch of the  

"Emirates Bank NBD " in Al Aasafra area,  east Alexandria, and fled, the incident did not 

cause any injuries among workers or attendants.  

 A stun grenade exploded near the Central Library at the Cairo university, in Giza 

governorate, during a march for dozens students of "White Knights" members, demanding  

justice to be done for the victims of the "air defense" massacre, the explosion did not result 

in any injuries. 

 Explosives experts and civil protection forces in Giza succeeded in defusing an explosive 

device, was found next to Al  Haram hospital, using water hoses, the forces also conducted  

a wide Combing operations in the area to make sure there were no other explosives . 

 A sound bomb exploded in front of Bab Sharq police station, Alexandria, it did not result in 

any injuries or losses, security forces, explosives experts and civil protection moved to the 

scene, and combed the entire area to make sure there were no other explosives. 

 The hanging tower No(83) voltage of 220 kVon "Zagazig / Bahteem" line, exposure to a 

sabotage action by 4 explosive devices were planted under its four cements bases, which led 

to its collapse. 

 Explosives experts and civil protection officers in Giza, dismantled a homemade bomb in 

the middle of Ezz El Din Omar St, in Al  Haram, security forces combed the area searching 

for any other bombs, an areport of the incident was filed. 

 The civil protection forces in Alexandria managed to dismantle a homemade bomb, was 

placed inside the Passports Administration building, next to the police department's first El 

Montazah, street Galaa, in the Victoria area, by unknown assailants, a report of the 

incidentwas filed, and the prosecution was notified to take over the investigation.  

 The security apparatus in Gharbia, found a secret cache of 4 phones filled with improvised 

explosive devices inside a rented shop, in Abu Al Houl St, Tanta first police department, 

after receiving a report from the SOS police stating that a citizen found  a foreign body 

suspected to contain a bomb inside  a rented shop. 

 Explosives experts and civil protection officers in Cairo succeeded  in dealing with the 

sound bomb was found under the car of the popular delegation owner of "sons of Egypt" 

initiative, with the participation of the Egyptian Council for the rights of workers, farmers 

and women, during its way back from Minya to Cairo. 

 There were clashes between security forces and the MB students at Fayoum university, after 

the demonstrators went out of the campus, and their attempt to cut off the road, and chanting 

slogans condemning the army and police, the forces confronted them and  fired tear gas and 

forced them to went back inside the university campus, which resulted in wounding many 

students with bottlenecks, and they were taken to the university hospital. 

 The people of the fourth district of 6
th

 October city found a foreign body, and reported the 

related authorities, security forces and explosives experts moved to the site and examined 
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the body, which turned out to be a structure explosive device, the area was combed in 

anticipation of the existence of any other explosive.  

 residents suspected of a foreign body next to a shopping mall in Al Tese'een St, in Al 

Tagamo' Al Khamess, they notified the civil protection operation room in Cairo, and it  

turned out to be a structure explosive device, it was a plastic pipe extended to timer, and it 

was free of any explosive materials. 

  MB Elements caught off the "Damietta – Ezbet Al Borg" road, from Al Khayatah  village 

direction, in protest at the arresting "Majdi Al-Da'da's  wife, he is a leader of Muslim 

Brotherhood. 

Tuesday, March 10
th

  

 a stun grenade exploded, it was placed next to a restaurant near the theoretical colleges in 

Shebin El Koum in Menoufiya governorate, without causing any human injuries or damages 

.  

 A homemade bomb exploded in the hands of two terrorist elements, during they were riding  

a  motorcycle, they were targeting  to  plant it outside the mayor of Agamein village's  

house,  next to police station of Ibshway center,  in Fayoum governorate, which resulted in 

their killed, and the burning of the motorcycle. 

 A stun grenade exploded in a garbage bin at the end of  7 St in Maadi district, which caused 

a huge loud, without any human losses or injuries, civil protection officers moved  to the site 

to inspect site of the explosion, combing the area in anticipation of the existence  of other 

bombs 

 Three people were killed and 45 wounded, including soldiers from the Egyptian police, in an 

explosion at a security forces camp in El Arish city the  capital of the troubled province 

North  Sinai, the examination revealed that the explosion was because of a bomb car 

targeted a camp of the central security forces. 

 security apparatus managed to catch 49 remote detonators inside a cooler for keeping drugs, 

were loaded by a white Peugeot  car No. 31112 taxi Minya, in front of Sheikh Fadl village 

east of the Nile, Bani Mazar center. which led to disrupting the trains movement.  

 Explosives experts in Giza governorate, defused two explosive devices, planted by  

terrorists, on the railway track of  Abu Radwan level crossing in Al Badrashin area, Giza, 

they were dealt with by the water hoses. 

 Explosives experts concluded the examination of foreign body was found near a car 

belonging to a counselor of  Cairo Criminal Court, in Maadi district, and it turned out that it 

was a structure device free of any explosive materials. 

 Explosives experts in Giza in cooperation with the transport and communications police 

thwarted  the bombing of a train of upper Egypt, where they succeeded in defusing two 

TNTs,  were found on the railway track of  Al Marazeeq  level crossing, near AL Badrashin 

gas line, and it turned out  that the two bombs weighing 10 kg of explosives. 

 Civil protection forces succeeded in dealing with the foreign body after receiving a tip, 

stating the existence of a foreign body inside the Maadi Electric Company, where 
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examination revealed that the bomb included wires and the timer was set to be exploded at 

8:30 am,  the area was combed in anticipation of potential planted IEDs. 

 Explosives experts and civil protection forces in Alexandria defused a primitive bomb 

placed by unidentified assailants next to a hotel in Manshiya area, in front of gate 10 at the 

port, a report on the incident was filed, and the neighboring area was combed fearing the 

presence of additional bombs. 

 A bomb exploded inside a trash bin exploded in front of Sakanat El-Maadi Metro Station, 

which resulted in some cracks in the station's wall, and did not result in any casualties, the 

area was combed for the detection of additional explosives. 

 Civil protection forces and explosive experts at Qalioubia governorate succeeded in 

dismantling four explosive devices that were found inside Shubra secondary industrial 

school, and Yahya ElRafii mixed Elementary School at Shubra Al Khaimah. 

 Unidentified assailants planted an explosive device on a road leading to a fulcrum point at 

Hafn area, south El-Arish, North Sinai, the device was detonated during the passage of a 

security armored, which led to the death of an officer and wounding three recruits, they were 

rushed to the Central Hospital of El Arish for treatment. 

 4 masked men in a silver car, forced the driver of water transfer car number 22315 to stop 

on North Sinai road, east of ElArish next to the garbage plant, they seized the car at 

gunpoint after they dragged the driver out of the car, beat him and forced him to leave the 

car. 

 Terrorists set fire in one of the mobile network towers in Kom Trougy village, Abu 

ElMatameer center, Behira, civil protection forces succeeded to control the fire that resulted 

in the burning of the entire electricity generator. 

 ElBajour city residents in Menofia found a structure bomb composed of a small carton 

containing electrical wires, with nails and rocks inside placed on the railway track at 

ElBajour station, leading to stop the trains movement precautionary, until dealing with the 

bomb and dismantling it. 

 Abu Zaabal area, Khanka witnessed a loud explosion after a group of terrorists were 

preparing improvised explosive devices and Molotov cocktails. Where one of them 

exploded and set fire in the home, civil defense forces moved to the site and controlled  the 

fire, resulting in the death of two people and wounding of four others, when the prosecutor 

handled the investigating. 

 Civil protection officers and explosives experts in Ismailia dismantled and defused an 

explosive device consisting of an iron pipe, electrical circuits, battery and manual bomber, it 

was placed next to the Girls Institute power adapter at Qantra Gharb after its deactivation. 

 Explosives Department officers at Ismailia Security Directorate succeeded in dismantling a 

structural device consists of a device connected to an electric circuit found in the industrial 

zone, west of Ismailia city using water cannon to disperse its components, after the 

imposition of a security cordon around the area and evacuating the workers and employees. 

 A bomb exploded at the Nile Prep. school for girls, Shubra Al Khaimah, Bahteem 

Qalioubia, resulting in the injury of a schoolgirl and 2 teachers, security forces moved to the 

scene, evacuated the students and combed the area to ensure the lack of any additional 

explosives. 

 Unidentified assailants placed six structural bombs in the shape of wrapped wax in wires 

with illuminated lamps in front of the schools complex area at Esco, Assiut, security forces 
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moved to the place, and the bomb disposal experts dealt with the bombs and dismantled it, 

when the public prosecutor conducted the investigation. 

 Explosives experts in Cairo succeeded to defuse a homemade bomb using a robot, it was 

found in street 9, Sakanat ElMaadi, Maadi, as the civil protection forces combed the area in 

anticipation of the existence of any other explosive devices. 

 A makeshift bomb exploded on ElSanta railway track, Gharbia, without loss of life or 

damage to the tracks, explosives experts dismantled another bomb moments before its 

detonation, when the train movement was not affected by the events. 

 Security forces at Giza governorate dismantled two homemade explosive devices in the 

vicinity of Dahshur gas line, they were detonated remotely, the public prosecutor conducted 

the investigation and the security forces intensified their efforts to seize the defendants. 

 Unidentified gunmen opened fire  on a policeman at the Investigation Unit in Snurs police 

stationwhile he was riding his motorcycle on the way back home from work, he was 

transferred to Fayoum General Hospital and then to the Police Hospital in Agouza, a report 

on the incident was filed the prosecutor was notified to handle the investigation. 

 A sound bomb exploded at Siouf area, east of Alexandria, where civil protection forces and 

explosives experts moved to the scene and imposed a security cordon in Adeeb Moaakd St., 

the civil protection directorate and explosives experts combed the area to ensure the lack of 

any additional explosives. 

 Civil protection forces and explosives experts in Alexandria succeeded to defuse two 

homemade bombs that have been planted in Manshiya area, downtown Alexandria, in front 

of a bank and next to a cafe. 

 Bomb disposal experts in Alexandria succeeded to defuse a bomb in Kabbari area that was 

planted on the international road, which stopped the traffic for more than an hour. 

  An explosive device exploded, it was planted by unknown assailants in front of the real 

estate building in Salah Salem St., Cairo, causing some damages to the front of the building, 

the troops combed the area and found two bombs were targeting the troops and they have 

been dismantled. 

 Explosives experts in Fayoum managed to deal with a foreign body consists of a metal pipe 

connected with an electric circuit on the outside working by remote, it was found in the 

public road of Ezbet Khadra village, Ibshway center, without causing any injuries or 

casualties. 

 Unidentified assailants detonated 3 high pressure towers in the third industrial zone, 10
th

 of 

Ramadan city, which resulted in a blackout in the region, bomb disposal experts and civil 

protection officers moved to the place and combed the area to confirm the lack of any 

additional devices. 

 Explosives experts at the civil protection department in Sharkia succeeded to defused an 

explosive device that was planted in an electricity tower on Egypt - Ismailia desert road, and 

they combed the area to ensure the lack of any additional devices. 

 A bomb exploded at AlMahkma Sq., Heliopolis, Cairo, causing damages to the front of the 

real estate building, without causing any casualties or injuries, security forces combed the 

vicinity of the explosion and found two foreign bodies, the examination indicated they were 

positive where they were dealt with and dismantled. 
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 An improvised explosive device exploded, it was planted by unidentified masked men on a 

motorcycle next to the Auberge Fayoum hotel car waiting area's wall, on the coast of Lake 

Qarun, a part of the outer wall of the waiting area was destroyed without injuries. 

 Beni Suef city residents managed to put out the fire ignited by a group of young Muslim 

Brotherhood in a private car parked at Ahmed Orabi St., in Beni Suef, during their attempt 

to stop a march for the MB in Beni Suef, which was pursued by the police and the Central 

Security Forces after chanting against the armed forces and the police. 

Wednesday, March 11 

 Explosives experts at North Sinai security directorate managed to dismantle an explosive 

device prepared to be detonated, at Alkhazan area, El-Arish city, where a security cordon 

was imposed around the area and dismantled the device without any damages, injuries or 

loss of life. 

 The security apparatuses and their different sectors detected a huge factory for electronic 

inside a village in Beni Mazar center, north of Minya in the middle of fields on the eastern 

desert road including large quantities of explosives, bomb-making materials and remote 

detonation bombs to destroy the judicial facilities. 

 Two explosions  took place as a result of planting bombs unknown assailants targeting two 

cars belonging to a policeman working with the national security sector and his lawyer 

brother, a team of the CID in Minia along with the fire trucks moved to the scene, the street 

was closed and the area was combed, and the public prosecutor was notified to initiate an 

investigation. 

 Unidentified assailants opened fire on a security ambush in Brahma area in Rafah, killing a 

captain in the army from Qalioubia governorate after he was shot in the head, he was 

transferred to the military hospital at El Arish, and security forces deployed in the area in 

search of the bombers. 

 Unknown assailants set fire in Alkased police ambush, in front of Venecia village in Shebin 

ElKoum, Menofia, by throwing Molotov cocktails the checkpoint, civil protection forces 

moved to the scene and controlled the fire. 

 Unidentified assailants set fire in a white Chevrolet truck without plates belonging to the 

Directorate of Education, as soon as its parking in front of a plumbing workshop and behind 

AlHedaya Mosque, Damanhour, Beheira, the fire was controlled and a report was filed on 

the incident. 

 Explosives experts managed to defuse two bombs in Behira, one was planted next to Edco 

electricity network in the vicinity of the school complex and the second was planted in front 

of the railway track, a security cordon was imposed around the area, the citizens were 

prevented from passing and the area was combed in anticipation of the presence of other 

explosive devices. 

 A number of Muslim Brotherhood members burnt a car belonging to Mansour Asalmawi, a 

member of AlNoor Party in Bani Magdool village, Kerdasa center, Giza for the second time 

using a petrol tank weighing 20 liters and two bottles of Molotov cocktails. 

 Tuna ElGabal village residents at Mallawi center found a foreign body at the village 

entrance under the electricity high-pressure tower, explosives experts were notified and 

moved to the place, the device was handled and the area was combed the area to ensure the 

lack of any additional devices. 
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 Civil protection forces  and explosives experts in Cairo governorate succeeded in dealing 

with a foreign object inside the Nile City Towers, Nile Corniche, examination indicate dthat 

it was a structural device, when the area was combed in anticipation of the existence of 

additional devices. 

 A homemade sound bomb inside a black bag exploded behind Alsyouf fire station, east of 

Alexandria, it was thrown an unknown person next to the fire station to spread panic among 

the citizens and the police, the explosion resulted in damages in one of the private cars 

parked in the place, explosives experts moved to the scene and combed the area to assure 

that the area is clear of any additional devices, and the public prosecutor was notified to start 

the investigation. 

 A group of MB youth in Beni Suef launched fireworks on the university, where some of 

them fell in the campus next to the Faculty of Science building in the wake of their 

gathering in front of the High School for Mechanical Industries at Salah Salem St. 

 The explosives management forces at the Civil Protection Department in Sohag managed of 

dealing with a foreign body represented in a bottle filled with mud and wrapped with tape 

with a wire coming out of it on the railway track behind the Faculty of Islamic Studies for 

Girls, Al-Azhar University, where it was dismantled using  water cannon. 

 Explosives management forces at the Civil Protection Department in Sohag managed of 

dealing with a foreign object. 

 Falcon security members assigned to Al-Azhar University seized 12 stun grenades and 3 

large fireworks inside one of the university lecturers, report was filed on the incident and the 

public prosecutor was notified to investigate. 

 Security forces in Assiut University succeeded to seize fireworks inside two car Medicine 

school students, they were handed over to the competent authorities. 

 Unidentified assailants opened fire from a private car on AlGalaa check-point affiliated to 

Ameria second district police department, on the desert road west of Alexandria, and the 

assailants ran away. 

 Unknown assailants connected 8 high explosive devices to the concrete bases the high-

pressure towers numbers 45 and 54,  at 10
th

 of Ramadan city, four of them exploded and the 

rest were deactivated, the explosion resulted in the complete destruction of the two towers 

and a blackout in the region without causing any injuries. 

 Civil protection forces at Behira managed to defuse two structural bombs consisted of two 

pipes tied to a mobile and wires without any explosive materials in Edco city, around the 

schools complex area and the railway, where they were dealt with them and dispersed using 

a water cannon. 

 A sound bomb in front of Mansoura first district police station planted under a police car 

exploded, injuring three people whom were taken to the International Hospital. In Dakahlia 

governorate, explosives experts managed to defuse a homemade bomb during combing the 

area surrounding Mansoura first district police department. 

 A bomb exploded near Al-Saleh Ayoub mosque, a few meters away from Mansoura first 

district police station in Dakahlia governorate, resulting in several damages to the cars and 

shops fronts in the area. 

 Unidentified assailants detonated an explosive device in Safita village's electricity tower, 

Zagazig center, Sharqia, explosives experts and civil protection forces moved to the site 
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where they found an explosion in an electricity tower located in the agricultural land in the 

village which has led to a blackout in the village, and a report on the incident was filed. 

 Terrorists exploded a high pressure tower at Zagazig-Meet Ghamr Rd. in front of Shaybah 

village, Zagazig center, Sharqia, and the bombing resulted in the tower's collapse, the fall of 

the wires on the ground and traffic stop, security forces moved to the scene and combed the 

area to confirm the lack of any additional devices. 

 Two IEDs exploded in the Cabinet's vicinity in Cairo without resulting in casualties, where 

the explosion caused damages to a bank's front, security forces moved to the scene, imposed 

a security cordon and conducted traffic diversions after the closure of ElKasr Eleiny street. 

 Civil protection forces and explosives experts in Cairo governorate managed to thwart a 

homemade bomb that was placed in front of a foreign bank in the vicinity of the Cabinet, 

ElKasr Eleiny street, where the device was dealt with using water cannons. 

 Explosives experts in Dakahlia governorate succeeded to dismantle a homemade bomb 

weighs 7-10 kg placed in front of Bata Shoes Company behind the security directorate 

building, Abbasi St., intersection with the end of the railroad in Mansoura city, a siege was 

imposed on communication networks followed by the deactivation process on two phases 

without any loss of life or damages to the facilities. 

 Joint security forces thwarted an attempt to bomb south Giza primary court, where a bomb 

was found in possession of a citizen during his entrance to the court headquarters, it was 

deactivated without causing any casualties, the concerned authorities were notified and the 

accused was handed over to the public prosecutor for investigation. 

 Explosives experts at Matrouh security directorate managed to defuse an IED planted by 

unknown assailants in front of a preparatory school's gate, security forces combed the area, 

filed a report on the incident, and notified the public prosecutor for investigating. 

 Civil protection forces  and explosives experts in Alexandria succeeded in dealing with a 

foreign body that was found on Abu Qir Rd. Alibrahimia area in front of the National Bank, 

security forces imposed cordon and changed the cars routs to the Corniche road, and the area 

was combed in anticipation of the existence of additional explosives. 

 Unidentified gunmen shot on Wali Lavi checkpoint western Rafah, North Sinai governorate, 

and the security forces shot back at the assailants whom managed to run away. 

 Unidentified masked assailants on a motorbike opened fire heavily from automatic weapons 

towards AlWedian police station affiliated to Mina ElBassal police department,, west of 

Alexandria, the station's security force responded to the gunfire as the attackers ran away, 

the attack did not result in any injuries while causing damage to the police station's front. 

Thursday, March 12 

 A bomb planted by terrorists in front of Mobinil branch in the vicinity of Faten Hamama 

cinema - Manial exploded, the bombing destroyed 3 shop windows including Mobinil 

branch, as well as damages to 5 private car were parking during the explosion, when 

explosives experts dismantled another bomb that was found in the same area. 

 An IED exploded on a policeman at the national security sector's home fence in the 10
th

 of 

Ramadan, Sharkia, causing destruction to a part of the balcony and the fence without 

casualties, security forces and explosives experts moved to the scene, a report on the 

incident was filed and the prosecutor handled the investigation. 
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 A bomb exploded in and killed a terrorist during his attempt to plant it next to Sers 

ElLayyan, Menofia, security forces moved to the scene and during combing the area two 

additional homemade bombs were found next to Sers ElLayyan mills and were deactivated. 

 A homemade bomb exploded next to Abu Kbeer new district court wall's, Sharkia, the 

explosion resulted in damages to the court's glass in the ground and first floors, explosives 

experts moved to the ascene and combed the area to ensure the lack of additional explosives. 

  A home-made bomb planted by unidentified assailants exploded in front of the American 

Commercial Bank in the 11
th

 district, Sadat city, Menofia, without injuries or damages, 

bomb disposal experts and civil protection moved to the accident site, a security cordon was 

imposed and the area was combed, after that a report was filed on the incident and the 

prosecutor was notified for investigation. 

 Explosives experts succeeded in dealing with an explosive device that was found by the 

railway workers at Badrasheen via using water cannons, which led to the suspension of train 

movement for two hours while dismantling the bomb, a report on the incident was filed and 

the public prosecutor was notified to initiate the investigation. 

 Explosives experts succeeded in dealing with a foreign object on the Corniche road next to 

the staircase leading to the sea coast, the second district police station, El-Arish, North Sinai, 

the object was a silver-colored metal pipe about 30 cm x 10 cm containing a chemical with 

black gunpowder and a timer inside, while explosives experts used technical devices, Signal 

blocking devices and water cannons to deactivate and defuse the bomb along with 

impounding its components. 

 A makeshift bomb exploded near Luxor courts complex which led to the injury of two 

citizens in the region, bomb disposal experts and civil protection forces moved to the site of 

the explosion, and combed the area to make sure there are no other explosives. 

 The explosives experts managed to dismantled  a homemade bomb, it was planted next to 

the Passport department in El Mahalla, by unknown assailants, there were no injuries, the 

area was combed in the vicinity if the passport department to find any other bombs. 

 Gun assailants attacked "CIB" bank in the 11 district of  Al Sadat city, Monofiya 

governorate, where the assailants fired bullets on the assigned security force for guarding the 

bank, and smashed the external interface to the bank, and exploded a bomb beside the ATM 

machine, and smashed it, without steeling money, which resulted the injury of security man 

and transferring him to Al Sadat city hospital to help him, and the prosecution took over the 

investigation. 

 Explosive experts and civil protection forces in Fayoum governorate dismantled a 

homemade explosive device using  water hoses,  it was a large pipe containing explosive 

material and detonator, it was found in the entrance of Behmou village in Sanouras  center, 

in Fayoum – Cairo desert  road. 

 An explosive device exploded, it was planted by unknown assailants in the vicinity of Al 

Sheikh Sabry Ebadah's house,  he is the deputy of Awqaf Ministry and Minister of Awqaf's  

advisor to the directorates affairs in Sharkia governorate, the explosion resulted in 

destroying his brother's car it was parking in the vicinity of the house, a report of incident 

was filed. 

  Explosive experts and civil protection forces in Gharbia governorate managed to deal with a 

foreign body was found by one of the people on the railway track of Al Mahala – Al 
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Mansoura line fronting to the vegetables market, where it turned out by examination that it 

was a sound bomb and it was dismantled by water hoses. 

 Explosive experts and civil protection forces in El Beheira governorate, managed to deal 

with a foreign was next to the Social insurance building in the down twon, the examination 

revealed that it was a structure device , a security cordon was imposed around the area, and 

the area was combed to make sure it was free of any other explosives. 

 explosives officers and security bodies in  Minya succeeded in defusing a homemade bomb  

connecting with an electricity circuit, was placed by unknown assailants next to a high 

pressure tower in the farms of Al Areen Al Qebly of Malaw center south of Minyay, the 

security foeces scaned the entire area to mack sure the area was free of any other bombs. 

 Security forces evacuated three schools next to the insurances in Atsa city, Fayoum 

governorate, after unknown assailants planted an explosive device in the vicinity of the area, 

a team of explosive experts managed to defuse the explosive device in the region by using 

water hoses, and it turned out it was a homemade and large size explosive device. 

 The explosives experts in Gharbia governorate, defused  a bomb was found by the people of 

Al Mahala Al kobra city next to the Criminal Investigation department "CID" branch in the 

governorate, which located in Al Mosta'mara housing of second department of Al Mahala. 

  Gun assailants riding a motorcycle fired bullets on officers rest house in Atsa center, 

Fayoun governorate, where they  fled after the force charge of securing the  rest soot them 

back.  

 An armed group attacked an employee in the post during he was transferring money to the 

mail, where the attackers stopped  him and steel his motorcycle and the postal money, a 

report of the incident was filed, and the prosecution was notified to take over the 

investigation.  

Quantitative analysis of the bombing and violence incidents: 

Distribution of violence incidents by the nature of the target entities 

 

governorates 
#of 

incidents 
targets 

Gharbia, Cairo, Alexandria, North Sinai, Giza, 

Fayoum, Monofeya, Damietta, Minya, Qalyoubia, 

Ismailia, Bani suef, Beheira, Dakahlia, 

79 

Citizens gathering places  

 

Gharbia, Cairo, Beheira, Ismailia, Minya, Sharkia, 

Suez, Giza. 
26 

Electricity and high pressure 

facilities 

Alexandria, North Sinai, Cairo, Fayoum, Sharkia,  

Qalyoubia, Bani suef, Beheira, Asyut, Monufia, 

Marsa Matruh, Giza.       

19 

Universities and Schools 

Gharbia, , Sharkia, Monufia, Dakahlia, Beheira, 

Giza, Souhag  
17 

Railways 

Alexandria, Damietta, North Sinai, Fayoum, Gharbia, 

Dakahlia, Suez  
17 

Police stations and security 

checkpoints 

Gharbia, Giza, North Sinai, Fayoum, Qalyoubia, 

Minya, Monufia, Sharkia.      
15 

Police and military members 
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governorates 
#of 

incidents 
targets 

Giza, Cairo, Sharkia, Luxor.  4 Judges and Courts 

Cairo 3 Subway body 

Beheira 1 Churches  

Giza 1 Gas lines  

Gharbia 1 MB property 

Giza 1 Political figures 

184 Total  

 

Distribution of violence incidents by the nature of the target entities 

 

 

The results in the previous table indicating that  targeting citizen took the lead among the targets of 

terrorists with 79 violent incidents, Electricity and high pressure facilities followed by 26 violent 

incidents, Universities and Schools came in the third place by19 violent incidents, Railways and 

Police stations and security checkpoints followed by 17 violent incidents, Police and military 

members came next with 15 violent incidents, Judges and Courts followed by 4 violent incidents, 

Subway came next with 3 violent incidents, finally Gas lines, Churches, MB property and Political 

figures came at the last with one violent incident for each. 
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Distribution of violence incidents by governorates: 

#of incidents governorate #of incidents governorate 

35 Cairo 4 Dakahlia 

24 Alexandria 3 Asyut 

21 Gharbia 2 Damietta 

20 Sharkia 2 Ismailia  

18 Giza 2 Bani Suef 

13 North Sinai 2 Suez 

10 Fayoum 1 Sohag  

8 Mononfia 1 Matruh 

6 Beheira 1 Luxor  

5 Qalyoubia 5 Minya 

 

Distribution of violence incidents by governorates 

 

 

 

 

The results in the previous table indicating that Cairo governorate took the lead among the 

governorates that have witnessed violence incidents by 35 incidents, Alexandria followed by 24 

incidents, Gharbia came next with 21 incidents, Sharkia followed by20 incidents, then Giza with18 

incidents, followed by North Sinai with 13 incidents, Fayoum came next with 10 incidents, 

followed by Monofia with 8 incidents, then Beheira with 6 incidents, followed by Qalyoubia and 
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Minya with 5 incidents for each, Dakahlia came next with 4 incidents, followed by Asyut with 3 

incidents, Damietta, Ismailia, Bani suef, Suezcame next by 2 incidebts foe each, followed by 

Sohag,matruh and  luxor with one incident for each.  

The significance of bombings and violence incidents: 

The figures of bombings and violence incidents conducted by terrorists in different Egyptian 

governorates over the last week indicate the following observations: 

 An unprecedented escalation in violence incidents during the last week, where the violence 

incidents were up to184 incidents this week, for 115 incidents in the last week, which 

representing an increasing by 60%, which indicated clearly that the main goal was focused 

on the influence in the economic conference , which was hold in Sharm El Sheikh city.  

 The unprecedented geographical spread for the violence incidents during the last week in the 

various  Egyptian provinces, where included 21provinces this week for the first time. 

 A large escalating  in targeting unmilitary citizens un during the last week, where targeting 

civilians came in the first place by 79 incidents with the rate of 43% from all violence 

incidents. 

 Unprecedented escalating in targeting the vital facilities of services nature such as(Railway, 

Electricity, Subway, Gas lines) by 47 incidents as25.5%.   

 Targeting universities  and schools in a large rate this week comparing with the last week , 

reaching to 19 incidents which is the highest rate from the beginning of the observing 

processes in the beginning of last January.  

 Targeting some foreign banks and branches of telecom companies in a direct massage to 

influence the foreign investment's climate related to the  economic conference in Egypt.  

 Generally the civil facilities share of the violence incidents this week  reached to nearly 80% 

from the total incidents. 

 continued targeting police stations, security points and the police and the armed forces 

greatly. 

 Return to target judges and political figures belonging to political parties supporting 30 June 

current, by terrorist elements, like its targeting to one of Al Nour party leaders. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 


